
2 спальная комната Деревенский Дом продается в Competa, Málaga

This charming finca is in a very special location, in the beautiful Natural Park of the Sierra Almijara. The mountains
form an impressive backdrop and the views stretch for miles over the verdant countryside and down towards the
Mediterranean. Although the property is in this truly splendid and peaceful location, it is only about fifteen minutes
drive from the village of Cómpeta.
Situated in an extremely large plot of app. 57,554 m2 the property offers an opportunity to own a unique part of the
beautiful natural area of Spain Accessed by a very good track the house nestles into the surrounding countryside. A
gated entrance open onto the parking area at the side of the house. 

Accommodation is in two parts. The principal living accommodation comprises an open plan living room, divided by a
breakfast bar from the pretty rustic kitchen from where one accesses a utility area with washing machine adjoining
which is a guest cloakroom. The attractive bedroom is spacious and has an ensuite shower room . A further room
which is at present used as store room could easily be integrated into the house to provide another bedroom. A vine
covered terrace in front of the house makes a wonderful place to relax or dine and one can easily see how watching
the magnificent sunsets from here could completely take away the stress and worries of everyday life. 

On a lower level there is a casita which with a little internal renovation could be made into a charming guest cottage
with private terrace, ideal for visitors or to provide a rental income, if you feel you wish to share your little piece of
paradise with other people. 
The property has electricity connected, and water is completely free being provided by two natural Springs on the
property. 
Words alone cannot describe this unique property. It really must be seen to get the full impact of the scenery and the
dream location.

  2 спальни   1 ванная   50m² Размер сборки
  57.554m² Размер участка

390.000€

 Недвижимость продается Competa Properties S.L.
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